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Landscape Research Group E‐newsletter/E‐bulletin
Notes for contributors
Background and objectives
Landscape Research Group has developed an e‐bulletin to provide a dynamic, informal and
inclusive platform for information, news, events and developments relating to landscape
research, practice and experience. It complements our two other publications – Landscape
Research (available on subscription only), and Landscape Research Extra (available in hard
copy to our members and to anyone, via pdf download, from our website).
The target audience is very broad; i.e. anyone who is interested in landscape. Therefore we
ask that all content is written in an informal style – i.e. for the layman.
The e‐bulletin will be issued via email to LRG members and those who subscribe, via our
website www.landscaperesearch.org. The frequency will be, hopefully, bi‐monthly – with
the first issue at end September 2015, the next end November 2015 and so on. The
frequency may increase or decrease depending on the volume and variety of material,
information and contributions that are forthcoming.

Sources of information
We would like to feature material from diverse and geographically widespread sources. We
wish the e‐bulletin to reflect the diverse and dynamic nature of landscape theory, practice
and experience throughout the world. No one is excluded from contributing material or
content as long as that material relates to landscape.

Types and scope of material
The list of headings overpage gives an idea as to the scope and types of material we hope
the e‐bulletin will cover. However, we are open to further suggestions and topics. The e‐
bulletin is not intended for longer essays or articles apart from in exceptional circumstances.
For longer prose pieces – such as blogs, essays, reviews – we ask that they are no more than
500 words.
The language of the e‐bulletin is English. Where an author wishes to include content in
another language, an English translation must be supplied.

Editorial statement
The aim of the e‐bulletin is to encourage debate, dialogue and to inform.
LRG e‐Bulletin will not accept or publish any material that is defamatory, discriminatory or
incites violence. Authors and contributors are expected to verify the accuracy of the
information they provide and to ensure that the copyright status of images, artwork, quotes
and any other material included in their contributions permits their further use/publication.
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Proposed headings




















LRG News/announcements
Quote of the newsletter
Photo/Image of the newsletter
Events
o Forthcoming
o Report from last event
Calls for Conference papers/sessions/event proposals
Latest from Project Hercules
Latest developments in the field of landscape practice
Latest developments in the field of landscape theory
General blogspot
Landscape News from our International Correspondents
News from our Student Correspondent(s)
o Events
o Forthcoming conferences, workshops, training opportunities
o Report from last event
o General blogspot
Reviews (books, landscape design, exhibitions, landscape‐focused projects)
LRJ – Editor’s recommendations
LRE – Editor’s recommendations
Job opportunities
Research positions
New publications
Notes and subscription

Contact
The address to which contributions and queries should be sent is
eBulletin@landscaperesearch.org
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